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Hey Y’all, Are You Ready for Historic Savannah
Well, your Registration Forms are coming in daily and the hotel has
said they have been busy making reservations: 50 reserved out of the 75
room block. Sooo...if you are lingering and plan to come, please call the gals
on the Yellow Registration Form ASAP. Cut off for rates is April 15, 2011 -as
well as sending in your Yellow Form.
Some things to clarify:
1-The Wild Wing Café Dinner on the first night is
indicated as a “paid on your own,” BUT, many did
not indicate you were coming or not, and I need a
count. Sooo…. If you want to be included on Sunday night, Please e-mail or call , so that I may add
that to your Reg. Form IF NOT ALREADY DONE
SO.

2-Lunch at Paula Deen’s Restaurant (The Lady &
Sons) was noted as 1pm on your form, HOWEVER, we have the private
room from 11am-2pm and it will be a Buffet, Sooo………………. Come as
soon as you want.

Quartermaster:
Gordon Jacobson 706-975-3253
Editor:
Natalie Hill
740-653-3835
natnoles@earthlink.net
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NOTICE : Check out our
own special website and see
if you can find yourself.

www.tactankers.com .
BTW, you had to attend
to get your picture put up.
Click on Reunion Archives
and then click on
“Also Visit Mini- Reunion.

3-As mentioned, our Banquet is being catered as the hotel has no restaurant
(but it does have a complementary breakfast every day). We were not able to
do the usual selection of choices, but were offered several “combo plates”.
We could only pick one and that was for our most popular selections in the
past, Soooooo……..we took the Prime Rib & Salmon, so everyone gets
BOTH. (If you have any dietary needs i.e. Veggie Plate, let us know)
Well it’s time to get the tickets printed and the name tags ready for
your Registration Day, Sunday, May 15, at the Inn at Ellis Square.
Look forward to seeing y’all!…………..Natalie
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to our presentation that “Yeah, I know, I read it on the
web site,” which means, “Why should I become a member? I read the newsletter on the internet and look at the
pictures of the reunions, too”
Sooooooo, we have limited our Reunion photos
and newsletter to MEMBERS ONLY as this is one of the
services and benefits that you pay for. When you click on
Reunion Archives or Newsletter, you will be asked for a
User Name which is tacmembers and a password which
is 2011gasser. This will get you into anything on YOUR
web site.

President’s Corner by Nate Hill

Winter is about over in Ohio and are we glad! As
my age increases, so does the snowfall which makes for
uncomfortable times. Anyway, winter’s going and I’m
happy. Winters are getting more difficult for the Tankers;
seems that our health gets more fragile as we age and I
get more calls telling me that someone is failing and of
course that is news that none of us likes to hear.
All of the bad health reports that we have are in
the Bits & Obits section, but there are several that are
severe enough that I can’t pass them on. Please put an
all points entry on your prayer list for all the TAC Tanker
Additional information about the benefits of memmembers who need help.
bership can be obtained by contacting Nate Hill or Lou
For those of you who visit our web site regularly, Chapman on the Contact Us page. If you can’t print the
you may have noticed a major change. As Lou Chapman PDF, contact Lou and one will be ,mailed to you.
and I canvassed for members, we got several responses
Until Savannah, be safe………………..!!

Vice President’s Corner by Lou Chapman
My message in this issue has to do with the basic reason for why the TAC Tankers Association exists.
Aside from our quarterly newsletters and the annual
Directory (The Yellow Book), we are a reunion group.
As long as we have dedicated members who will attend
the annual events that Natalie and Nate put a lot of
hard work into, we will continue to be viable and successful. Therefore, it is up to all of us to support their
efforts and try to make it to as many reunions as we
can.
“One of these days,” “Pretty soon.” “I plan on
doing it next year.” How many times have we spoken
these words or heard them from others? I have a reason
for bringing up these words, and it is that each life has
an expiration date and we don’t know what it is. Therefore, whatever we want out of life, we have to make happen. We can’t simply hope that all the stars will fall
into alignment or wish things to happen. Anything we
want to do requires an effort and is our responsibility to
make it happen. Looking up an old acquaintance, making that phone call to the friend that we keep meaning
to do, taking special vacation regardless of the cost, or
yes, attending the TAC Tanker Reunion that we always
talk about doing someday. The reasons for not getting
some things done can be health related, financial or that
you may still be working, but I hope that those of you
who haven’t been to one of our reunions will give it a lot
of thought and see if you can do it while you are able.
Some of the members I have called to inquire
about attending say, “I don’t recognize any of the name
and I probably wouldn’t know anyone.” When I attended my first reunion, I only knew some TAC Tanker
members from talking to them on the phone. The first
time I was able to go to one was a mini-mini informal
get-together in Emeryville CA in January 2007. I
walked into the lobby of the hotel and saw a gentleman
sitting there. I recognized him from his pictures on the
TAC Tanker website and said, “You must be Nate Hill.”

I introduced myself, we shook hands, and by the time I
registered and got my luggage to my room, others had
shown up and were sitting around the fireplace in the
lobby. I had not met any of them before that, but when
I left three days later, I knew all of them. We had a
large group at that event and since 2009, I have had the
pleasure of meeting with a number of them for lunch at
Travis AFB once a month for lunch. Since that first
meeting, my plans were to never miss another reunion
and so far, I have been able to do just that. I can guarantee that you may not know anyone when you show up
at one of the reunions, but you will know a lot by the
time you leave.
At the Branson Reunion in May 2007, after
many phone calls and much planning, I finally had the
pleasure to meet up with two of the young men I knew
from our time with the 421st AREFS at Yokota AFB
Japan. We were stationed there from 1958-1960, and
the last time we had seen each other was when we were
20 years old. Even though we had all gotten a little
older, we recognized each other and we had a wonderful
time. Several others I also remembered from the 421st
who were there really made Branson special. Since
then, we have had more 421st alumni attending and it
gets better and better..
I know that there can be conflicts with grandchildren graduating from school or other groups you
may belong to having a reunion at the same time, but I
hope that you will consider trying to make at least one
of ours when we are in your part of the country. Meeting up with old friends and acquaintances, sharing experiences and just having a great time wherever we are
makes it all worthwhile.
I am looking forward to Savannah 2011 and
hope to see you there. Live every day to it’s fullest and
enjoy life, because we never know when that final roll
call will be taken. Remember, our age is only a number
and we can choose how we define it and live it.
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*Ray L. Miller, Topeka KS-622,, 421
Herbert Shoemaker, Sun City CA-421
*Pete Walentas, Mesa AZ-421
Tom Westhafer, Scottsdale AZ-429 (Go Noles)
*Luther J. Winzer, Perris CA-421
*Martin H. Zink, Hutchinson KS-420

Membership Report by Lou Chapman
New Life Members
Keith Bellman, Bremen IN-429
Tommy Caldwell, Alexander AR-421
*John Campbell, University Pl. WA-429, 431
*Fred S. Cookerly, Hanover PA
*Loyd L. Dodd, Fiatt IL-429
*Maurice J. Feinblatt, Glenview IL-OMS-44
*David E. Fournier, CarsonCity NV-431
Oscar D. Hannibal, Ruston LA-427
Charles Hart, El Paso TX-431
Pug Hoover, Grants Pass OR-427,429,431,622
Buddy Jolly, Hiddenite NC-429

New Members*
Joseph P. Brosnan, Pt.Charlotte FL-427
Jay S. Dohner, Myerstown PA-429
Clyde R. Hammack, Keeling VA-421
Edward C. Miller, Great Falls VA-AFsupport
Henry (Pete) Peckham, Bedford VA-429
Ken R. Young, Pittsford NY-622

Letters Received from New Members

47+years is from the Azores and we have 4 children.

Pete Walentas, (December 2010)
I was a high school dropout when I enlisted in the
AF just ahead of the draft. After basic training at Lackland
AFB and recip engine tech school at Chanute AFB, my first
assignment was Yokota AB with the 421st.(1958-1961).
When I left those cold/damp nose docks and the bar town of
Fussa for a consecutive overseas tour at Torrejon AB Madrid, Spain, I had no idea where the path of life would lead.
Upon returning to the USA from Spain, I was selected for the Airman Education and Commissioning Program and assigned to Arizona State University for 2 years
where I earned a Degree in Business with a major in computers. After Officer Training School at Lackland and a
commission, I was assigned to HQTAC at Langley AFB, VA.
Spent 2 years at HQ TAC and was selected to return to ASU to obtain a Masters Degree in Business with a
major in Computer Science. Promoted to Captain at
graduation and assigned to HQ USAF for a 3 year tour.
While there I became a Major and extended to 3 years in the
Pentagon with assignment to Joint Chiefs of Staff. I was
medically retired with 22 years of service and rank of Major.
Moved to Colorado Springs and entered the private
sector opening a Computer Store with 2 more later in Denver and Phoenix. Now retired and living in the Phoenix area
and would love to hear from other engine mechanics from
Yokota(58-61). 970-376-1130 or pwalentas@lycos.com

Ray Miller (February 2011)
Retired from USAF in 1971 after 20 years. Became
a National Bank VP and auditor and Kansas auditor for
Medicare. Collect African art and weapons and took four
photo safaris to Africa. Now fully retired and love to travel.
Clyde Hammack (February)
Stayed in the Air Force for 25 years then worked for
the Post Office for 20 . Every once in a while I work in films.
Check out www.IMDB.com. Getting along pretty good.

Edward Miller (February 2011)
Have worked as a USAF contractor on numerous
automated systems, doing design, development, operational
test, deployment, and O&M support. These deployments
have included assignments with USAF units such as the
1983rd and 2004 Comm Squadrons, Red River Radar, etc.
Also held USAF MARS call signs OX4AK and OX5BK. Recently become the designated family historian for the
18thTRS RF-101 Voodoo (TAC Recce) receiver community
and researching KB-50/RF-101 joint ops such as the CASF
Bravo deployment. Day job as DISA integration test manager on the GCCS-J system.
Martin Zink (February 2011)
Went to Sculthorp with the 420th from Alexandria
LA until 1958 then assigned to the 40th ARS at Forbes as a
Crew Chief on a KC-97G. Then after the Cuban crisis, the
Loyd L. Dodd (December 2010)
KCs were turned over to the Air National Guard and I was
My wife and I have lived in Fiatt for 32 years. Went given the honor (?that’s what the wing commander called it)
to work at International Harvester in Canton, IL after leaving of going to Minot AFB to be involved in the initial activation
the AF and worked there for 21 years. When the plant
of the 455th Strat Missile Wing (arrived on 1/3/63 at 9000
closed and re-located, I stayed in this area and went to work degrees below zero!). Assigned as NCIOC of the Wing Lofor what was then County Companies Insurance. After 21
gistics Division. Got out in ‘66 and came to Kansas and
years with them, I retired. I have one son, two daughters,
have stayed. Currently operate a small Manufacturers Rep
and 5 grandchildren. We love to travel and look forward to
business selling Machine Tool components & accessories.
seeing some old friends at the next reunion!
Joseph P. Brosnan (February 2011)
Oscar D. Hannibal (December 2010)
Served in the USAF from 1951-1966 and retired
Retired from the USAF after 25 years in 1983.
from 962nd AEW&Csq at Otis AFB MA. From 4/66-10/70
Moved to Ruston, LA to attend Louisiana Tech University
was National Exec. Dir. For AFSA. Moved on to USCS=Sec
and graduated from the College of Engineering in 1988. We Off/Insp/Asst.Reg. Dir./ Program Suppo Mgr/Reg Mail Imliked it here and stayed. Worked some years for engineerport Ofc. From ‘70-’86. Finally retired from Government sering companies, I am now self employed . My wife of
vice in 1986.
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The Board Chairman’s Corner

Boeing Awarded New Contract

By Bill Wolford

By Walt Larimer

Greetings once again from the north country. It's
the second of March and it's 2 degrees, but a beautiful
sunny day as long as you don't have to go outside. We still
have several feet of snow. So far this winter we've had 98.6
inches of snow. February was a very difficult month for our
family. My brother-in-law, Russell Smith, who many of you
may remember, came to a reunion a few years ago with my
sister Millie, has taken his last flight due to heart attack
and cancer. My other brother-in-law, Dominic had a heart
attack at the same time in a different hospital in Florida,
but seems to be doing better at this time. I've decided that
all that warm weather in Florida isn't too good for you.
Also, my daughter-in-law has been diagnosed with breast
cancer. Please keep our family in your prayers.
We're looking forward to seeing a lot of you in Savannah in May. It looks like Natalie has a wonderful program planned for us, as usual. I'll be ready for some warm
weather by then. Our daughter, Fran, who works with the
National Guard has been very busy helping to reunite our
1500 National Guard troops who returned from Afghanistan over the past few weeks. Also our F-16 pilots returned
from their short deployment to South Korea. Boy doesn't
that sound familiar. Remember those 'good old days'. In
closing I want to encourage as many of you as possible to
make the trek to Georgia. God bless you all. Bill

FIELD TRIP TO CANTON

On 2/25/11, the Wall Street Journal announced “The Pentagon chose Boeing over EADS
in awarding a contract worth more than $30 billion for aerial refueling tankers, closing a chapter
in a controversial and tortured bidding contest,
but potentially launching a fresh trans-Atlantic
political controversy.”
EADS called the news disappointing and
intends to discuss with the Air Force how it arrived
at this conclusion. Pentagon officials said both
firms would have to wait for a formal debriefing
before any protest could be filed.
The first phase of the contract requires the
delivery of 18 aircraft by 2017. The new tanker will
be called the KC-46A . Boeing plans to produce
this tanker at existing facilities in Everett, WA and
Wichita, KS and estimates the program would
create around 50,000 U.S. jobs.
Wall Street research analysts opine ”the
competition may well not be over, given the likelihood of a protest and political challenges still to
come.”

By Don Bill downhill. The trip began under a cloudless sky with

Once upon a time in the South a merry
band of old folks gathered to charge off and
intrude on the peace and tranquility of an old
friend. Apparently, the itch to travel comes
up about this time each year. It must be the
feeling that spring is approaching and since
the group made the same trip a year and a
month ago, it was time to make the journey
again.

ideal temperatures and it looked like a fine day to
travel the interstate along with thousands of other
road warriors. We proceeded north through Atlanta
to Canton, GA for a visit with Bob Horne, one of the
original Southern Chapter members.

With a firm grip on the wheel and chills
down the spine, we battled the kamikaze drivers
along the six lanes of traffic through downtown Atlanta. We made it without hurting anyone, barely,
and the GPS got us to a point in Canton where we
Gil Switzer, the head Bubba, along with could use ‘dead reckoning’ to home in on our destiBobby Oliver, Rip Collins, and Curly Wright got to- nation.
gether early, and after a quick breakfast at the
To answer the obvious first question Bob is
Cracker Barrel in Warner Robins, the group split up doing fine. He looks good, better than most of us,
in two cars. One could assume that three intelligent and is the same storyteller of old. He took us downindividuals with an average age of more than three- stairs, past his five classic motorcycles, and into his
quarters of a century would be able to find their way dead animal lair. You walk through the door and
from point A to point B without difficulty but one come nose to nose with a bear. The large soft eyes
would be wrong. High tech and age are not mutually of deer heads on the wall follow you around the
inclusive. We had no Navigator in our car but with room, watching. Bob has a large collection of books
three GPS programs available and maps at the full of photos, articles, and memorabilia dating back
ready, the trekkers ventured forth, and got out of through the 1950s. He is in the process of cataloging
town without getting lost. From then on things went it all and said our historian will get (Go to page 8)
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that SAC KB-29s be supplied to support its subsequent
deployment from the US to Chaumont AB, France, as Fox
Able 15. It noted how much faster it could deploy with air
refueling. TAC, however, refused the request, stating
TAC and Aerial Refueling – 1949-1954
that the safe arrival of the 137th in Europe was its number one priority, and speed of deployment was not a conThanks to the folks at the Air Force History offices at
sideration at this time. Aerial refueling in support of
Bolling & Maxwell AF Bases, I have been perusing the
declassified histories of Tactical Air Command, looking for overseas tactical deployments would have to wait its turn.
clues as to TAC’s thinking and actions regarding aerial
Despite this refusal, TAC must have paid close attenrefueling from the beginning. This article represents
tion to events later in 1952. In July and again in October
what I have learned about the years before we had signifithat year, SAC deployed F-84s from its fighter-escort
cant air refueling capability in TAC.
units all the way from bases in Georgia to Japan, using its
The tale begins in late 1949. In December that year TAC KB-29 fleet. These unprecedented deployments gave
great impetus to thoughts of reinforcing the Air Force’s
submitted a study, “Characteristics of Tactical Aircraft,”
overseas commands with US-based tactical air units,
in which it noted the advantages of aerial refueling. Of
whether on routine temporary deployments or in response
note, earlier in 1949 Strategic Air Command (SAC) had
to real-world emergencies.
flown a B-50 bomber around the world nonstop, with the
aid of some of its first KB-29 tankers. TAC must have
TAC did query its Ninth Air Force, whose fighter-bomber
seen this and grasped what it might mean for tactical
units would be the main recipient of air refueling advanaviation, especially extending fighters’ combat radius over
tages, about its views concerning tankers. Ninth recomand behind the battle area (the “employment” phase of
mended a special tanker force within TAC as well as detactical airpower).
tails it would like in a tanker. Besides the advantages
mentioned above, it advocated a tanker with four refuelThe Air Force did not immediately respond, but in early
ing drogue positions, a low-frequency transmission system
1951 (with the Korean War on) it asked TAC whether it
aboard to allow homing using the fighter’s radio compass,
really did have a refueling requirement, and offered a
choice between the KB-29 and the C-119 (!). TAC replied and multiple transfer pumps “to insure positive operation.” Ninth also took note of the YKB-29T tanker modithat it did indeed, and it recommended the C-119 as the
fication with three refueling drogues (the so-called “triple
tanker of choice. It further wanted the development of a
nipple”), and thought it would be a good interim tanker.
2500-gallon capacity “tanker kit” that could be added or
removed from a C-119 so it could revert quickly to a troop TAC was also considering a tanker version of its soon-tocarrier role (remember that TAC troop carrier units were be-operational C-130 troop carrier.
just then gaining the new C-119, so it was high on the
As time went on, it became apparent that Ninth AF and
agenda. But note: no mention about the altitude and
TAC would not get their ideal tanker anytime soon. It
speed disparity between a C-119 and tactical fighters like
would have to make do with the KB-29, some of which
the F-84, even then. Those in our readership who flew
were becoming available as SAC reequipped with the KCthe C-119 might care to comment!). TAC trumpeted air
97. The KB-29 would have distinct advantages over a
refueling as the means to allow its fighter-bombers to
KC-119, especially in fuel capacity as well as some alticarry nuclear weapons much farther into hostile territory,
tude and speed improvements, but, as a TAC study in
to locate and destroy hostile nuclear weapons sites, to use
1953 stated, it was “utterly inadequate.” Nevertheless, it
shorter runways by having the receivers take off with
would have to do, and TAC was planning on seven tanker
fractional fuel loads and “top off” from tankers, and to
squadrons, to be based at Alexandria Louisiana, Langley
provide better close air support by allowing the fighterAFB Virginia, Seymour-Johnson AFB North Carolina,
bombers to operate in the battle area a longer time. TAC
Clovis New Mexico, Galveston Texas, and George AFB
concluded by recommending the probe-and-drogue
California (two squadrons).
method.
TAC also flirted with the idea of the fighter-tanker, enviThere is no more TAC mention about air refueling until
sioning a refueling drogue package that could be strapped
early 1952, but TAC must have been aware that experionto a fighter and enable it to “buddy-refuel.” Thus studments with air refueling over Korea in the spring of 1951,
ies about the KF-84F, KF-100, and KF-105 were coninvolving Far East Air Force (FEAF) F-80s and SAC KBducted. The idea was challenged when fighter advocates
29s, did demonstrate the advantages the capability gave
noted that up to half of a fighter unit’s strength would be
to both tactical fighters and to reconnaissance aircraft.
consumed in refueling the other half, thus drawing down
TAC must have had Air Staff approval to proceed with air a unit’s offensive capabilities. This was “wasteful.” By the
end of 1954 the idea was still alive. TAC was also considrefueling, because during Exercise Long Horn, a jointering refueling pods for the B/RB-57, the B/RB-45, and
Army-Air Force exercise in Texas in April 1952, F-84s of
the B/RB-66, and the idea of a “refueling package for the
TAC’s 137th Fighter-Bomber Wing were refueled on two
C-130 was still on the table. ( Continued on page 7)
separate ground-attack missions by two SAC KB-29s.
The experiment was a success, and the Wing requested

Historian’s Corner

By John Bessette

By
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Book Review

By Jim “Pappy” Boyington

The long drama of the award of the next tanker
contract is slowly coming to a close. EADs has a week or
so to enter a dispute. I am biased and most happy to see
the award go to an American firm. Boeing, the current
winner may finally have the opportunity to deliver the
first production models in 2015, not a minute too soon.
My first flight in the KC-135 was in 1960; my son is still
flying one. The true, unvarnished story of this award may
never see the light of day. The Boeing story will have to
wait for another day. However, the Lockheed story has
been well documented in three books. Picking one over
the other would be difficult. Each has a lot to love.
One: “Kelley, more than my share of it all” published
in 1985, is a biography of Kelly Johnson, Lockheed’s chief
designer. This is a remarkable story of a self made man.
From the most humble beginnings, he put himself
through college gaining an advanced degree in aeronautical engineering. There was little call for his skills and in
1933, he hired on with Lockheed for $83 a month, glad to
have a job.
His talent was soon revealed. He improved the
design of the Vega. In 1938, when England desperately
needed a patrol bomber to seek out submarines , the company, with Kelley as design engineering rep sailed to
England and offered the Lockheed Hudson . The Air Ministry liked the aircraft but wanted several major “must
have” items incorporated. Kelly redesigned the aircraft
over the weekend. Immediately, an order for 200 aircraft
(unheard of at that time) was placed. Twice awarded the
Collier Trophy for his achievements, Kelley was responsible for the P-38, P-80, F-104, U-2, SR-71 and many more.
He consulted on the F-117 after his retirement in 1975.
Two: Skunk Works told by Ben Rich, Kelley”s hand
picked replacement, was published in 1996. Rich joined
Lockheed in 1954 and worked on the U-2, Blackbird Series and is credited for the successful completion of F-117.
Stealth technology presented impossible engineering,
fabrication and manufacturing challenges. That is not to
even mention the more difficult tasks of convincing the
money managers that such a task was even possible.
Skunk Works routinely produced airplanes far beyond
what was considered possible at the time. The intelligence bonanza resulting from these aircraft kept us well
ahead in the cold war. Stealth opened the path to Bagdad
and resulted in the only kind of war we should ever fight,
totally one sided.

Three; Walter J. Boyne’s book is the “Lockheed Story.”
But first, a bit about the author. A 1952 Aviation Cadet
graduate, Lt Boyne flew the B-50 Superfortress , later the
B-47 and the B-52. Boyne, former director of the National
Air and Space Museum founded the best-selling aviation
magazine Air & Space. He has published over 1000 articles and both fiction and non fiction works. His contacts
give him unparalled access to those who were there or
have first hand knowledge of events.
Published in 1998, Beyond the Horizons, begins in the beginning. He personally knew the principals
and had access to high level managers and employees. A
relentless researcher with a dedicated staff, he has left us
with a highly readable narrative that tells it like it was.
Mother Flora Loughead, a university grad and a journalist, who worked mining claims, farmed 35 acres, and
home schooled her sons, Victor (by a previous marriage),
Malcomb (born 1886) and Alan (born 1889) was made of
iron. She taught her sons well.
In 1904, Malcomb went to San Francisco to work
for the White Steamer Car distributor. While there, he
conceived the idea for the hydraulic brake. Alan followed
his brother and obtained work in an automobile repair
shop. Victor, a founder member of the Society of Automotive Engineers developed an early interest in flight and
authored two books Vehicles of the Air (1909) and
Aeroplane Designing for Amateurs.
Victor worked for a wealthy air enthusiast. He
belonged to the Aero Club of Illinois and was self taught
how to fly. The boys built a seaplane, launched in 1913.
The aircraft was a success, hauling 600 people at $10 a
head on sight seeing tours. Several years later Malcomb
obtained a patent and formed the Lockheed Hydraulic
Brake Company.
In1923, hydraulic brakes were offered on the
Chalmers automobile and 1934 on the brand new Chrysler. He sold out to the Bendix Corporation in 1932 for
reportedly a million $. The ups and downs of this fledgling company are a wonderful story. Only to be equaled
by the story of the modern company excelling in missiles,
space platforms and satellites. Only to be followed more
recently by the F-22 Raptor. Boyne captures the flavor of
the adventure of early discovery, and how California, later
Georgia and most importantly the USA benefited
from the success of this company.

Charlie Hropvich (Hoppy) received a call
from Peggy Hughes on the first of this month
that her husband, Lester had died in Mesa AZ
of a heart attack. He was a reel oprator in
the 429th and his favorite saying when ordering eggs at the Lajes Chow Hall was “roll
them over easy in rows of six.”

Bits and Obits
Manny Alegria sent us the news of
the passing of SMS Kyle Anderson on November 28, 2010 in San Antonio. Andy was a
boom operator in the 420th and later on the
KC-135s. He was 88 years old.
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Historian (from page 5)
1954 saw the activation of TAC’s first operational tanker
squadrons, the 420th Air Refueling Squadron (AREFS) at
Alexandria in March and the 429th AREFS at Langley in
July. Each had been authorized ten KB-29Ps, the 420th
actually possessing eight and the 429th seven. The P
models, with their “flying booms,” were matched with the
F-84F fighter-bombers (with boom receptacles) of the
squadrons’ host wings. However, actual refueling training was only in its initial stages.
That year the Air Staff was considering boom and drogue
versions of the KC-97 and the KB-50 to replace the KB-29
as the interim tanker. It had cancelled the “triple-nipple”
KB-29T in March, and needed to decide on a morecapable successor to the KB-29. It finally selected the
KB-50 drogue tanker. Work was to begin on the prototype in December 1954, and by February 1956 a total of
18 KB-50s were to be completed. Eventually 120 KB-50s
were to be provided to the tactical air forces. There were
to be six squadrons: one in FEAF, two in US Air Forces
Europe (USAFE), and three in TAC.

The Grim Realitites
This commentary is offered in memory
of Jeff Butler, a young humanitarian
airlift pilot, killed by Islamic Extremists
as they attacked an unarmed UNICEF
camp in Wajir, Kenya, in late 1993. He
was struck by an AK-47 round in the
stomach area and the UNICEF Country
Director was wounded. I PROMISED
THAT I WOULD NEVER FORGET!! —
by Jim Conder(431st)

Another event occurred in 1954, to have a big impact on
TAC. In April that year TAC’s commander, General John
K. Cannon, retired, to be replaced by General O. P. Weyland. General Weyland had come from being commander
of FEAF, and had seen the first tactical tanker squadron,
the 421st, activated and operational at Yokota AB, Japan.
He was very familiar with the capabilities and especially
the potential of the tactical tanker, and would oversee its
development as a vital component of the future Composite Air Strike Force. But that is another story.

India and become the “Soviet Empire
of The World” as predicted by
Homer Lea in the early 1900s?
(perhaps all of the above apply).

Russia failed to learn from the early
bitter Afghan experience by the British Empire (similar to how the U.S.
failed to learn from the disastrous
French experience which preceded us
in Viet Nam). Also, the Russians did
not anticipate support of their adverJeff was totally dedicated to our missary, the Mujahideen, by the U.S.,
sion to help relieve human suffering.
We had previously worked together in
Pakistan, China and Egypt. Now the
Ethiopia and I was scheduled to tempo- US is directly engaged in a war in
rarily replace him in Wajir in 2 weeks so Afghanistan where others have failed
he could get a much needed rest. We
and wherein a half-hearted feeble
last communicated on long range company high frequency radio as I was en commitment will not succeed.
route from Addis Ababa to Jijiga,
Ethopia, and he was on a flight from
Wajir. Since the murderous attack and
the loss of Jeff, I have warned others of
the sinister nature of Islamic Extremism, but is seems most do not comprehend the serious nature of the threat.

Jihadists from all over the world are
streaming into the battle. And, it is
reasonable to consider that some
countries who hope for our demise
are finding or otherwise supporting
the Jihadist efforts. Unfortunately we
are now under attack here in our own
The failed effort in Russia’s 9 year
beloved country!! We have not
war in Afghanistan may have been
the results of their failure to read his- looked at Reality!! Britain, France
and the Netherlands are now reaping
tory. But what was the motivation
for their effort? Was it the creeping bitter fruit as a result of liberal immigration policies that have resulted in
influence of Islamic Extremism on
civil unrest and extremism.
her borders? Or was it the quest to
expand southward, gain control over
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One example of our naïve outlook is,
“—The House Judiciary Committee,
dominated by Liberal Democrats,
defied the White House and removed
from the USA Patriot Act a tool for
tracking non-US citizens in anti terrorism investigations.” (recently reported by Cal Thomas).
We stand idly by and let political correctness obscure the grim reality that
sinister forces are embarked on a crusade to destroy Western Civilization
and establish a world-wide Radical
Islamic Caliphate by whatever means
necessary through both covert and
overt tactics. It is well past time that
we understand the threat.
The Fort Hood tragedy was, in my
opinion, a well orchestrated typical
act of terrorism and a clear warning
that previous planted “Seeds of Terrorism” may erupt at most any time
with resultant widespread damage
and misery. A politically correct
definition of our situation will not
change the grim reality that we are
now engaged in the Real “Mother of
All Wars!!” We can ill afford continued complacency, political correctness and self deceit!
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Canton (from page 4)a package in the mail even- monthly breakfasts as often as he did in the past
tually. There is a lot of history in that room.
but he’s still a charter member of the Southern
Chapter and we will all gather for war stories and
After the war stories and lies abated, we
lies again soon.
took a vote where we would eat lunch. It was almost a tie but Applebee’s beat out Hooter’s so we
Now, all we have to do is get home. Curly
formed a three-car caravan and wandered off and Bobby were on a directed mission to go North
through the hills looking for food.
to Blue Ridge and buy some pies. I don’t ask I just
relate it as it was said to me. My car had a former
We, the “Elderly Gentlemen’s Gastroflight engineer, a reel operator, and a pilot. No Navinomic Society” [EGGS], took over one corner of the
gator but this was homeward bound, going south.
dining area around a table large enough to seat
We just came up in the reverse direction so how
seven of us. The food was great, and the service
tough can that be with three GPS programs, and a
was efficient as the stories continued to flow with a
map of Atlanta. Apparently overwhelmingly difficult
lot of “Who was that guy...” and “Do you rememwhen you miss one turn and take another that is
ber…” while the large portions of food disappeared.
wrong. Our route was so bad that we skirted the
There goes the diet.
west side of Atlanta, missing the heavy interstate
Bob capped off the story telling with traffic, going through the middle of small towns and
some of his motorcycle adventures in Japan. You finally, using our heads, turning due east to interhad to be there. Since this is a family newsletter, cept the north-south interstate which we found comgood taste precludes relating most of the experi- pletely south of the big city. We continued cruising
ences but it should be noted for the record that liq- blissfully along as if we had planned it just that way.
uid spirits were involved in more than one tale told
We consider this field trip as fulfilling our
‘round the table that afternoon.
monthly meeting requirement.
Letting the belt out a notch, or two, we
The head Bubba approved the minutes. The
loaded the cars, buckled our seat belts, and headed
meeting ended with the singing of some song no one
home feeling good about Bob, his attitude, and our
knew the words to so we faked it.
small contribution to making his day a little brighter.
(Untrue but I needed a big finish.)
He may not get down to Warner Robins for the
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